Testimonials About the Work of Dr. Hwasook Lee, DAC; NCCAOM

“When I started treatment with Dr. Lee, I was suffering from a neurological condition called Spasmodic Torticollis or Dystonia. There is no cure for this condition. The brain sends messages to the muscles to spasm uncontrollably. I had been getting Botox injections which paralyze the muscles thus helping the spasms stop. I still have the disease and get symptoms but Dr. Lee has helped me immensely.

When I started seeing her, my neck muscles were turning my head to the side and down making it extremely difficult to hold my head erect. The only comfortable positions were lying down or leaning back in a recliner. I wore a collar to help keep my head erect. The pain, exhaustion and discomfort were considerable.

After two sessions of treatment with Dr. Lee, I saw a gradual improvement. After about four sessions, I was able to go without the collar. Then most of the symptoms disappeared. I still get some turning and pain on the other side of my neck but it is manageable and nothing compared to what it was. I am extremely grateful to Dr. Lee and her expertise.”

-Kel D

“When I first came to see Hwasook Lee at All That Matters, I was rather discouraged about the state of my health. At the age of 41, about a year after the birth of my second son, I stopped menstruating, had uncomfortable digestive issues and severe mood swings. My ob/gyn only had prescription medications to offer which made my symptoms worse. Hwasook instantly knew that hormonal imbalance was the issue and with her kind, gentle manner, assured me that it could be managed. After only a few sessions of acupuncture with Hwasook, along with dietary modifications and taking supplements that she recommended, my period came back and my symptoms slowly improved. Not only did I begin to feel like myself again, I was elated to find someone who finally got it and didn’t treat me as though my symptoms were all in my head. I feel so grateful to work with Hwasook. She treats women’s issues seriously and with compassion.”

-Jennifer L
“I started going to Dr. Lee because I just wasn’t feeling good. I was diagnosed with Graves disease 8 years ago then I had a hysterectomy a year ago. I was stressed out from insomnia for a year, my skin was itchy, my eyes were very dry and I was seeing black floaters. My gynecologists blamed it on my hormones and prescribed Ambien, my eye doctor suggested I start taking Restasis and every product my dermatologist suggested I try didn’t work. I was frustrated and I didn’t want to take prescription drugs so I decided to look into acupuncture.

A friend highly recommended Dr. Lee so I made an appointment. Dr. Lee quickly established customized herbal supplements protocol based on my hair analysis. I had the excessive amounts of minerals and heavy metals in my body. I took supplements and got regular acupuncture treatments then my symptoms went away one by one. I couldn’t believe it! Wow I was so impressed.

What I love about Dr. Lee is that she treats the body as a whole unit. During one of my sessions, I mentioned that my lower back had been aching for weeks. Dr. Lee said she could help me with my back pain and I was amazed later that evening when I noticed the pain was gone.

Dr. Lee has been treating, supporting and healing my body for the past 9 months. She is a wonderful doctor and person who I highly recommend now.

Thank you for everything Dr. Lee!”

-Erin D

“Beneath her quiet demeanor and soft voice lies a powerhouse of knowledge and expertise in both Eastern and Western medicine. Dr. Hwasook Lee possesses an amazing talent for and skill in the Art of Acupuncture.

During acupuncture sessions, I have often experienced immediate relief from physical pain, as well as the flow of energy becoming reestablished as the session continues. Hwasook almost seems to possess an intuitive knowledge in selecting the exact points to address at any given time. I have been to three other practitioners, but have yet to find one who could compare to Dr. Lee."
During our conversations, I was surprised to discover that Dr. Hwasook Lee had also earned a degree in Pharmacy and has practiced as a pharmacist until deciding that there were other complementary ways to heal her patients while avoiding the use of toxic pharmaceuticals.

I find that not only does Acupuncture have a profound, beneficial effect on the human body, but when used in combination with Chinese herbals, one can experience the best of both worlds with Dr. Hwasook Lee.”

-Carol H. P

“Over the past several months Dr. Lee has worked with me very diligently and patiently to address my chronic health issues. At each appointment she listens and questions very carefully so as to best adjust my acupuncture treatment and recommend the most beneficial vitamin supplements. I appreciate very much it is a team approach and her gentle manner and openness in responding to my questions are so helpful. Dr. Lee's comprehensive treatments have helped me get stronger and healthier in my ongoing quest for better health. I would definitely recommend her program to others.”

-Paula T

“Dr. Hwasook Lee has helped me tremendously since I started my treatments with her. Her methodical approach and personal way of interacting with each patient makes her exceed any expectation of simply an acupuncture treatment. Her whole body and mind approach makes each treatment special and unique and an integral part of the total healing process. It is not a one treatment approach, but a well-planned out and extremely caring approach to one’s overall health. She brings a personal touch and her own desire to help each person to each treatment session. I would highly recommend her to anyone looking for improved health in body and mind. Fantastic.”

-Caroleen J
After one unsuccessful IVF cycle I contacted Hwasook to learn more about how acupuncture could help in my unique infertility circumstances. I was undergoing IVF because of my husband’s very low sperm count. Our first round had been unsuccessful in part I believe because of my own anxiety and stress. I chose to use acupuncture to help ease stress and promote relaxation while undergoing IVF treatment.

During my first acupuncture treatment with Hwasook Lee I felt an amazing sense of calm and relaxation that only intensified with the more treatments I received. My first session with Hwasook was just a couple of weeks before my second attempt at IVF egg transfer. I continued weekly treatments with Hwasook after the egg transfer to help support egg implantation and promote relaxation. These treatments were wonderfully relaxing and helpful. I left each acupuncture session feeling calm and energized.

The only difference between my first and second IVF cycles is that with the second I underwent acupuncture treatments. This peaceful state of mind made all the difference. My body accepted the eggs and I was pregnant with twins!! I am now a happy and thankful mother to two beautiful newborn sons. Hwasook Lee’s wonderful treatments made this IVF a success.”

-Juliet R

“I was in dire straits when I met Dr. Lee. I was 40 pounds underweight after a series of diets that left me weak to the point of exhaustion, and hopeless from 5 years of stretching the boundaries to find a solution to my illness.

Around 6 years ago I had been diagnosed with Anklosing Spondylitis that left me in bed for over a year. At one point I could barely move. I looked everywhere I could for answers. I must have met over 20 doctors in total. But it was not until I met doctor Lee, that I felt my fate turn.

Dr. Lee is not just a doctor. Doctor Lee is a healer. There is an important difference. To a sick person looking for an answer, it is the difference between life and death. A healer does what all doctors want to do, or intend to do. They do more than just asses what you have, how you got it, what you might do to get better. They give you their energy, guide you, help you lift yourself to a better state of being. It takes more than compassion, knowledge, or a will to help. It’s all those things combined, but then something extra that is hard to describe. But it can felt. And Dr. Lee has it, and offers it with generosity and kindness.
With Dr. Lee’s guidance, I was able to repair a body that had been stiff to the point of brittle, and malnourished to the point where people cried when they looked at me. I gained 40 pounds, energy, a better understanding of nutrition, self-care, and vitality.

I met Dr. Lee in a very dark time. She helped me see light. She helped me heal. I am deeply grateful to have been in her care.”

-Jin K.